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OBJECTIVE
Conduct a food literacy workshop to
introduce nutritious, avourful
desserts for the children in the Out-ofSchool Care Program
METHODS
1) Develop a healthy dessert recipe
2) Design & conduct an
interactive healthy desserts workshop
3) Evaluate workshop through
stakeholders' feedback
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IMPLICATIONS
Food literacy education for
children can address food-related
issues such as food insecurity and
childhood nutrition.
In the future, conducting multiple
diverse workshops that touch on
different aspects of food literacy.
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CALCIUM
Establishing peak
bone mineral
density 3, 4
HEALTHY FATS
For retinal
development &
neuronal
myelination 3, 5

Few ingredients
Rich in calcium + healthy fats
Cooking skills

‘Wh ar w
puttin avocad ?’
‘I hat avocad .'

Workshop
3 ﬁeld visits
Ice-breaker day activity
90-minutes healthy dessert workshop
20 children aged 5-10 y/o

For more information,
please check out our blog!
blogs.ubc.ca/lfs350
gnhdesserts

Printed recipe handouts

‘I do ’ se th
avocad anymor ’
‘I smell awesom !’
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